
Delegate terms and conditions | AJYD 2021 
 
The Australia-Japan Youth Dialogue (AJYD) is committed to ensuring that the Dialogue is 
conducted in a manner that does not put people at risk. The AJYD does not tolerate 
intimidation or harassment of any kind, sexual abuse, physical assault, emotional or 
psychological abuse, or any other misconduct that puts people at risk. 

We are committed to equal opportunity and opposed to discrimination based on gender, 
sexual orientation, race, ethnicity or disability. If at any point during the Dialogue or its 
associated activities, a delegate witnesses or experiences any behaviour that they believe is 
not in line with the values of the AJYD, the delegate is expected to bring the matter to the 
attention of a member of the organising committee as soon as possible, in whatever way the 
delegate feels most comfortable. The organising committee will always seek to resolve 
matters in a way that is appropriate to the circumstances and will respect people’s anonymity 
whenever that is possible.  

These terms and conditions are in line with the AJYD’s Vision, Mission and Values. We seek 
to implement and promote the values described here in relation to our committee, speakers, 
alumni, and others directly associated with the AJYD. 
 
Time commitment 
 
Delegates must attend all components of the Dialogue: 
 

● Sunday, 14 November [online]: AJYD 2021 Opening Night 5-7pm JST / 7-9pm AEDT 
● Saturday, 20 November - Sunday, 21 November [online]: Core Weekend 8:30am-

4:30pm JST / 10:30am-6:30pm AEDT 
● Sunday, 28 November [online]: Follow-up session 1-5pm JST / 3-7pm AEDT 
● Saturday, 4 December [online]: Final session 5-7pm JST / 7-9pm AEDT 

 
If a Delegate is unable to attend a session or component of the Core Weekend due to 
unforeseen circumstances, the Delegate should inform the AJYD committee in writing at 
their earliest convenience. In those discussions, the organising committee will seek to 
accommodate unavoidable or unforeseen circumstances, but expects all delegates to make 
every effort to be in attendance as a sign of respect to their fellow delegates and the AJYD 
and its supporting partners. 
During these sessions, if the Delegate is comfortable, we encourage full active participation. 
Including, but not limited to, enabling video/camera settings, unmuting microphone to speak 
when appropriate, answering polls, using the chatbox function, and using other virtual 
features or reactions.  
 
Failure to participate in the full AJYD program may, at the discretion of the organisers, 
impact the applicant’s overall involvement in the Dialogue, and may jeopardise any 
additional funded opportunities for travel or coordinated engagement with the AJYD alumni 
at a later stage.  
 
 
 



Consent to the publication of image and biographical information 
 
It is a condition of your participation in AJYD 2021 that your image may be used on 
promotional material for the AJYD and AJYD-related activities. By accepting an invitation to 
join AJYD 2021, delegates consent to having their provided biographical information and 
photographs published in AJYD materials (online and in print), as well as being tagged in 
posts on AJYD social media channels.  
 
Delegates may opt out at any time by submitting a written request to the AJYD. The AJYD 
will make reasonable efforts to avoid access to, or remove, a Delegate’s image or 
biographical information from public and promotional materials.  
 
Consent to the internal use of the contact details  
 
A Delegate’s contact details, such as email address, phone number and residential address, 
are to be used only for AJYD purposes and not to be shared with a third party without the 
prior consent of the delegates. These details will be stored in a password-protected 
database only accessible by AJYD committee members. 
 
Chatham House rule 
 
All AJYD sessions are held under the Chatham House rule, meaning that information and 
views expressed in the room may be reported but may not be implicitly or explicitly attributed 
to individuals. Further details are available here. 
 
Continuing engagement with the AJYD 
 
By accepting a Delegate position at AJYD 2021, Delegates commit to continuing their 
engagement with the AJYD, the AJYD team and the AJYD alumni network. This includes 
providing email feedback about AJYD 2021, providing input into the preparation of the AJYD 
2021 outcomes report and participating in alumni networks, as appropriate. It also includes 
attending AJYD-related events and liaising with the AJYD’s alumni engagement leads, as 
appropriate. 
 
No liability of the AJYD 
 
Delegates attend all AJYD 2021 events and activities at their sole risk and assume full 
responsibility in connection with any liability of any kind arising from their participation in 
AJYD 2021 or in connection with these terms and conditions, whether based in contract, tort, 
statute or otherwise. 
 
Participation in AJYD 2021 and the acceptance of a position as a Delegate is an 
acknowledgement by the Delegate that no liability or responsibility can be attributed to the 
AJYD, AJYD team, AJYD advisory committee, its volunteers or agents for any loss or 
damage of any kind resulting from such participation.  
 
The AJYD shall not be held liable to and shall not accept any liability, obligation or 
responsibility whatsoever for any loss or damage, including: 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/chatham-house-rule


 
● Bodily injury to, or other impairment of health of, or death of, any person; 
● Damage to, loss of, or loss of use of any property; 
● Loss of revenue or profits; 
● Other direct, indirect, or consequential damage caused by the delegate participating 

in AJYD 2021 
 
The Australia–Japan Youth Dialogue Limited reserves the right to amend these terms and 
conditions without prior notice. 
 
For further information, please contact hello@ajyd.org.au 
 
 
 
 

mailto:hello@ajyd.org.au


Vision

Mission

Values

VISION, MISSION AND VALUES

To grow a diverse and durable network of young leaders who 
actively contribute to ensuring the Australia-Japan relationship 

is accessible, innovative and future-focused.

To be the premier forum aimed at building knowledge and 
networks among future leaders in the Australia-Japan 

relationship. We convene activities across Australia and Japan 
which champion new ideas, elevate diverse voices and harness 

cross-sectoral talents, in service of a stronger bilateral 
relationship.

Community — Diversity — Inclusivity — Bipartisanship — Trust


